Bookshelves

“How can anyone govern a nation that has 246 different kinds of cheese?”

—Charles de Gaulle

A little poking around reveals that the whiteboard is just a door in disguise. A sigh escapes your lips: gone are the glorious days when everything was just as it appeared. You dejectedly pry it open and slip through, only to emerge from the back of a painting onto a lavishly carpeted hallway decked with doors. Hoping with all your heart that, of all the arcane secrets behind these doors, none of them are remotely close to being human, you tiptoe towards the other end as quietly and quickly as possible.

Voices approach. Alas!—you are too far from the laboratory to retreat. In a cold panic you dash into the door on your left and find yourself in what appears to be a library. And what a library it is! Lavishly furnished, with ceiling-high shelves crammed full of books. And is that a copy of Ethel the Aardvark goes Quantity Surveying wedged between a thesaurus and Great Shakespearian Classics? Though well aware that you have greater things to worry about, you can’t help but pull the volume off the shelf. To think that you’d discover this priceless tome in here! In your excitement, you momentarily forget any impending peril, and recline in a sofa backing a shelf lined with trophies. You open the book, and out flutters a leaf of paper covered in familiar, yet messy scribbles—a note hurriedly signed by Van Rijen. It informs you that he had found the blueprints for a large and sophisticated pump, and was now on his way back to HQ for expert opinions. The note ends with instructions to uncover the identity of the Secret Seven, and assurances that he’d return to collect you as soon as possible.

You’re on your own now, without a clue of where you are, or how to achieve this herculean task. And just who on earth are the Secret Seven? You sigh, and slump back into your seat. It is then that you notice that Van Rijen’s message had been written on the back of a book’s preface page. Your initial anger at this wanton act of destruction subsides as you realise that he might have left you with directions after all.
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